
Grade 9 Work pack - Weeks 11, 12 and 13 

Thursday June 4th 2020 

Children of the Dust: Points of Interest 

Note: Every time I write the name of the novel, I underline it. That is the 

correct way to write it. Read through the notes on POINTS OF INTEREST below 

The novel throws up many interesting moral issues and covers many themes. The idea of 

religion and turning to God in times of crisis is mentioned many times. 

It shows how our present society would react in a crisis, as the second and third chapters 

have characters whose ideas have evolved and religion is no longer seen as the answer. The 

novel certainly seems to promote pacifism, as it is proven that the military way of thinking 

would not ensure survival. The new society bans weapons because they are seen as evil – 

unsurprisingly, considering the same technology destroyed the world of their predecessors.  

 

The ‘outsiders’ construct a world that can be seen as the communist ideal. It is equal, with 

each person working in the area in which they have some skill. People are pleased to give, 

without expecting anything in return and everything is shared. There is no money and no 

capitalism, no aggression and no weapons. Life is fair, people work when they can and are 

looked after if they are old or ill.  

 

This contrasts starkly with the ‘old order’ of those in the bunker, where their totalitarian regime 

does not work as they had hoped it would. The hierarchy and militaristic system continues 

from the old world, as they see the ‘outsiders’ as being inferior to them, feeling it is their right 

to steal from them and treat them as subservient.  

 

Evolution is also covered here, with interesting and largely feasible ideas on how future 

humans would change to cope with the new climate.   The development of psychic powers 

is unexpected but interesting.The environmental themes examined here are also thought-

provoking. The society evolving from the ‘outsiders’ does not harm the planet, because it is 

illogical to “bite the hand that feeds you”. In some ways, their society compares with the best 

parts of medieval society.  

 

Farming is the main industry, out of necessity, and crops are harvested to feed the 

population. Animals are used primarily for milk, eggs and dairy produce, and only then for 

their meat and skin.  

 

Another common theme is that of the family. Each chapter brings up the question of family 

relationships and how you treat your kin. After the bomb goes off, some things which are seen 

as ‘wrong’ or undesirable now become accepted, because they are practical. The society 

inside the bunker encourages adults who are old enough to procreate to do so, so that 

couples marry for practical reasons and not for love.  

 



The future society of the ‘outsiders’ practices euthanasia, when someone is too ill to survive, 

whether young or old. It also allows a fourteen-year-old to marry a much older man, to 

ensure the continuation of the human race.  

 

The idea of ‘the family’ becomes much less defined, with the wider community becoming 

closer and working together. 

Friday June 5th 2020 

Children of the Dust 

Read through some extra questions and answer them on Part 2 below  

Children of the Dust: complete the table, the point of this is to make sure you 

have understood what you have read. 

  

1 What is Dwight angry about? 

2 Why is Ophelia so upset that he calls her stupid? 

3 Who tries to make her feel better? 

4 Later Dwight is punished by having to spread sewerage on the fields outside.  What 

did he do to earn this punishment? 

5 General MacAllister then went to the schoolroom to lecture to the children.  He 

said that “There was no such thing as freedom without order … just degeneration 

into lawless anarchy and social chaos.” 

6 “Dwight was banished from the schoolrooms. And gone from Ophelia’s life.” 

7 Bill and Erica fight about what the children should be taught.  Bill feels that they 

need a broad education to become creative thinkers and only then will they be 

able to solve problems.  Erica feels that they should concentrate on scientific 

endeavours. 

8 Ophelia found a photograph and realised she looked like the person in it.  Who was 

in the photo? 

9 A convoy of army trucks had gone out to see what people had survived, what they 

had and analyse the landscape. What animals do they discover that they are 

intending on taking from the outsiders? 

10 Why do they want them? 

11 Who in Ophelia’s family agrees with the decision and who does not? 

12 Who has to lead the convoy that goes out? 

13 Dwight decides to go after them to stop them stealing the animals.   

Why does Bill go with him?   

 

14 Why does Ophelia go too? 

15 Ophelia is overwhelmed with being outside.  Remember it is the first time in her life 

that she has been outside the bunker.  She gets carsick (even IN the car), but also 

sees insects, flowers and a river which she finds really beautiful.  

16 They see a village ahead and Bill recognises it as whose place? 

17 A pregnant woman meets them at the gate.  She is physically in a terrible condition 

with very little hair and sores all over her body. Who is this woman?  



18 She tells them that her husband is sick and that they can’t help them.  Dwight and 

Bill try to explain that people from the bunker are coming to steal from them. 

19 She then looks at Ophelia and cries out in surprise.  Why does she do this? 

20 She tells them all about how the community has survived and about her husband, 

who Bill says sounds like a remarkable man. 

21 How many pregnancies has the woman had?  How many children does she have 

so far? 

22 Ophelia goes to lie down because she is still sick.  She is also horrified by the 

mutation of some of the children (which is the effect of the radiation).  Lilith comes 

to help her.  It seems like she is blind (but we discover later she is not) and she can’t 

speak.  She has healing qualities. 

23 The baby is then born and it seems to be healthy.  Ophelia is horrified that it has 

white eyes (which are a mutation to protect them from the harsh sun.)   

24 What do they name the child? 

25 There is a problem because they can’t get the animals away before the convoy 

arrives.  After they arrive what does Dwight do to prevent them from taking 

anything? 

 

Monday June 8th 2020 

Case 

There are three cases: 

- Subjective  

- Objective  

- Possessive  

If you know how to find a subjective and object you can work out the case 

easily.  

SUBJECTIVE CASE:  

e.g. The troupe of baboons is climbing the mountain.  

If I ask the case of “The troupe of baboons” the answer is SUBJECTIVE 

because those words are acting as the subject of the verb “is climbing”. 

OBJECTIVE CASE:  

e.g. I am going to the beach this afternoon.  

“the beach” is in the OBJECTIVE CASE because it is the object of “am going”.  

POSSESSIVE CASE:  

e.g. The purple ice cream is mine.  

“mine” is POSSESSIVE CASE because it shows ownership.  

State the case of each of the underlined phrases below:  

1. The peanut butter is very creamy.  



2. The bags are theirs.  

3. She is going to lie down on the mattress after lunch. 

Tuesday 9th June 2020 

Children of the Dust contextual questions.  

I unfortunately can’t give you exact page numbers for the sections the 

questions are set on because I have a different version of the book. ±  

FIRST TEN PAGES OF PART 3  

1. What is the name of the man we meet in the beginning of part three? 

(1)  

2. Why has he ventured away from the bunker (what is the expedition he 

is on all about?) (1)  

3. Who are the two men accompanying him? (2)  

4. What is being resurrected all around the country that dates back to 

“Celtic Times”? (1)  

5. What is the name of the girl he tries to save in the ruin? (1)  

6. What does he notice about the clothes she is wearing, her bag and her 

tools? (1)  

7. What are her feelings regarding his trying to save her? (2)  

8. What is she doing in the ruin? (2)  

9. What is a Geiger counter? (1)  

10. What is special about Laura’s “Geiger Counter”? (2)  

11. What happens to Simon that makes him vulnerable? (1)  

/15/  

Terminology:  

Celts: An ancient people who inhabited Britain from the Iron Age into the 

middle ages.  

Tetanus is a bacterial infection you can get if you get a puncture wound from 

something rusty like wire or a nail. You can die from it.  

Gangrene: When the tissue around an infected wound starts dying. One can 

lose limbs from it.  

Septicaemia: When chemicals released in the bloodstream to fight an 

infection trigger inflammation throughout the body. Can result in organ 

failure and death. 

Wednesday 10th June 2020 

Poetry – Warning by Jenny Joseph  

When I am an old woman I shall wear purple 

With a red hat which doesn’t go, and doesn’t suit me. 

And I shall spend my pension on brandy and summer gloves 



And satin sandals, and say we’ve no money for butter. 

I shall sit down on the pavement when I’m tired 

And gobble up samples in shops and press alarm bells 

And run my stick along the public railings 

And make up for the sobriety of my youth. 

I shall go out in my slippers in the rain 

And pick flowers in other people’s gardens 

And learn to spit. 

You can wear terrible shirts and grow more fat 

And eat three pounds of sausages at a go 

Or only bread and pickle for a week 

And hoard pens and pencils and beermats and things in boxes. 

But now we must have clothes that keep us dry 

And pay our rent and not swear in the street 

And set a good example for the children. 

We must have friends to dinner and read the papers. 

But maybe I ought to practise a little now? 

So people who know me are not too shocked and surprised 

When suddenly I am old, and start to wear purple. 

Notes: 

- A humorous point of view on old age.  

- The narrator looks forward to growing old in a monologue which reveals 

how she will behave when she is an old woman.   

- The poem is divided into four stanzas.  

o In the first, she shows us what she will be like – not conforming to 

society’s expectations and rebelling against everything that 

comes with being a responsible adult.   

o In the shorter second stanza she addresses the reader directly 

and tells us how we can grasp the opportunity to rebel too.   

o In the third stanza she shifts back to the present day where she is 

unable to properly express herself and must ‘toe the line’.   

o In the final stanza she asks whether it would be alright to ‘practise 

a little now’, expressing her excitement for the future.  

- The poem is a comment on responsibility vs. rebellion and how society 

expects certain things from us.  

- Note the repetition of ‘and’ and ‘I’ – this adds to the energy and 

excitement of the poem.This is also a very personal, almost egotistical 

poem, with the repetition of ‘I’  

- the sobriety of my youth’ – ‘sobriety’ meaning calm and sensible.  She 

was well-behaved as a younger person and can see potential to change 

this as an old woman 



- Shorter final line emphasises this – ‘learning to spit’ is the most outrageous 

thing in her mind 

- This second stanza is one long run-on sentence continuing the ‘list’ style 

and the non-stop pace of the poem 

- Subject and Themes 

o Old age 

o Society 

o Rebellion (conformity vs. non-conformity) 

o Humour 

- This is another poem concerned with old age.  It is very different, 

however, to ‘Old Man, Old Man’ which is a deeply serious poem.  

‘Warning’ also makes a serious point – that we shouldn’t just do whatever 

society tells us – but it makes it in a comical way.   

- As it is written in a distinctive female voice you could link it with ‘I Shall 

Paint My Nails Red’ or ‘Still I Rise’.   

- It is also perhaps the only poem that clearly links with ‘The Road Not 

Taken’ as they are both about choices and risk-taking.   

- Warning’ is a poem that is easy to understand but before you think about 

choosing it in an exam (given the chance) you must be confident with 

the overall theme – that society makes us who we are by dictating 

expectations.   

- The narrator is rebellious but she is only comfortable to ‘break the rules’ 

when she has the excuse of old age and senility.   

- You will need to write about the pace and energy that flows through the 

poem with the long run-on lines and the repetition of ‘and’ and ‘I’.   

Thursday 11th June 2020 

Children of the Dust contextual questions.  

± SECOND TEN PAGES OF PART 3 

1. What were the standing stones used for? (1)  

2. Why could Laura walk “freely”, without need for protective clothing? 

(2)  

3. What was the main short-coming of the people in the bunker, 

according to Simon’s mother? (1)  

4. What was wrong with their ways of thinking? (1)  

5. What is ironic about the way that Simon and Laura see each other? (2)  

6. Why does Simon “hate” Laura when she tells him that her people build 

cathedrals (pg. 132)? (2)  

Note: Acupuncture is a form of treatment that involves inserting very thin 

needles through a person’s skin at specific points. It helps against pain and 

gets used for a wide range of other health problems. In the book, Lilith is using 

acupuncture to block a nerve in Simon’s leg so that he doesn’t feel the pain 

when she sutures his wound. To suture a wound means to stitch it.  



7. How did Harris stop Simon from struggling, trying to get away from Lilith 

and swearing at everyone around him? (1)  

8. Who is blind Kate? (1)  

9. Who is Laura’s mother? (1)  

10. Who is Simon’s mother? (1)  

11. How are Simon and Laura related and why can’t he accept this? (2)  

12. In three points, summarise what happens to Simon in the communal 

dining hall. (3)  

/18/ 

Friday 12th June 2020 

Children of the Dust contextual questions.  

± THIRD TEN PAGES OF PART 3 

1. How did the questions and comments in the dining hall make Simon 

feel? (1)  

2. Simon says it would be “understandable” if the mutants threw stones at 

him. Why did he think this? (1)  

3. Laura says that “violence in incompatible with intelligence”. What does 

this mean? (2)  

4. Simon reflects on the “aggression factor”. What role did it play in 

Evolution? (2)  

5. “Homo Sapien” literally means “wise man” in Latin. Why is this scientific 

name for the Human species ironic? (2)  

6. How was blind Kate different to the mutants in the way she spoke to 

Simon? (2)  

7. How did the caftan that Laura made Simon change his experience of 

the natural world around him? (2)  

/12/ 

Monday 15th June 2020 
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LANGUAGE SECTION (40) 

 

Question 1: COMPREHENSION 

Read the following article and answer the questions after it.  The line numbers 

are in the right-hand column. 

 

“The Extraordinary Secret Life of Dr James Barry” by Brynn Holland 

 
(Note: female pronouns have been used for Margaret Bulky and male pronouns for 

James Barry.) 

 

Dr James Barry was actually born Margaret Ann Bulky around 1789 in County Cork, 

Ireland, at a time when women were barred from most formal education, and were 

certainly not allowed to practice medicine. She was the second child of Jeremiah 

(a grocer) and Mary-Ann Bulky. While still a teenager, it is believed that Margaret 

was raped by an uncle. She gave birth to a baby, Juliana, who was raised by her 

mother as if she were Margaret’s sister. 

Margaret was interested in pursuing an education, and doing something beyond 

the realm of what was allowed of her gender.  

When her family fell on hard times, Margaret (who was in her late teens) moved with 

her mother to London, where Mary Ann had a brother, James Barry, who was an 

artist. The two women met some influential friends of Barry’s. They were impressed by 

young Margaret, knowing her intelligence could take her far. They likely played a 

role in hatching the plan for Margaret to pursue an education, and specifically, a 

career in medicine. The original James Barry died in 1806, leaving his sister and niece 

enough money to set them up—and his name up for grabs. 
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https://www.history.com/author/brynn-holland


Three years later, Margaret Bulky no longer existed. Clad in an overcoat (that was 

worn at all times regardless of the weather), 3-inch high shoe inserts and a distinctive 

high-pitched voice, Margaret now identified as James Barry. Moving to Edinburgh, 

Scotland, the young Barry enrolled in medical school in 1809 and altered ‘his’ age to 

match his young, boyish look. Rumours flew, as Barry’s short stature, high voice, slight 

build and smooth skin caused many people to suspect that he was a child too 

young to be in medical school—but Barry never broke. When Barry wasn’t allowed 

to sit for examinations because they suspected he was too young, Lord Erskine 

intervened and Barry graduated as a doctor. Barry then enlisted in the army as an 

assistant surgeon. 

Barry began his military career on July 6, 1813, as a Hospital Assistant in the British 

Army, and was soon promoted to Assistant Staff Surgeon, equivalent to lieutenant. 

He then served in Cape Town, South Africa, for ten years where he befriended the 

governor, Lord Charles Somerset. Some believe Somerset knew Barry’s secret. The 

two grew close and rumours circulated about the nature of their relationship.  

Accusations of homosexuality, which was illegal at the time, were made against 

Somerset. Commissions were set up to investigate the scandal, but both parties were 

later exonerated (found to be innocent). 

Perhaps to take on a more stereotypical, brash masculine personality, or maybe 

because it was actually his true nature, Barry was known for his short, hot temper. He 

threw medicine bottles and even participated in a duel with guns, where thankfully 

neither party was seriously injured. 

Barry’s medical skills were unprecedented. He was a very skilled surgeon and was 

the first to perform a successful caesarean section where both the mother and child 

survived. He was also dedicated to social reform, speaking out against the sanitary 

conditions and mismanagement of barracks, prisons and asylums. During his 10-year 

stay, he arranged for a better water system for Cape Town. As a doctor, he treated 

the rich and the poor, the colonists and the slaves. 

Barry’s next posting was to Mauritius in 1828 where he butted heads with a fellow 

army surgeon who had him arrested and court-martialed on a charge of “conduct 

unbecoming of the character of an Officer and a Gentleman.” He was found not 

guilty. Barry moved wherever his service was needed, continuing to climb the ranks 

as he travelled the world. In 1857, he reached the rank of Inspector General in 

charge of military hospitals—equivalent to Brigadier General. In that position, he 

continued his fight for proper sanitation, also arguing for better food and proper 

medical care for prisoners and lepers, as well as soldiers and their families. 

Dr James Barry died from dysentery on July 25, 1865. Barry’s last wishes were to be 

buried in the clothes he died in, without his body being washed—wishes that were 

not followed. When the nurse/servant undressed the body to prepare it for burial, 

she discovered two things: female anatomy and tell-tale stretch marks from 

pregnancy. 
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The secret was made public after an exchange of letters between the General 

Register Office and Barry’s doctor, Major D. R. McKinnon, were leaked. In these 

letters, Major McKinnon, who signed the death certificate, said it was “none of my 

business” whether Dr James Barry was male or female—a statement Barry himself 

probably would have agreed with. 

One thing remains for sure; Dr James Barry was way ahead of his time—as a doctor 

and a humanitarian.                                                                                                              

[article adapted] 

        

 

Website Name: HISTORY 

URL: https://www.history.com/news/the-extraordinary-secret-life-of-dr-james-barry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 In line 8 it says they “fell on hard times”.  What does that mean?   (1) 

1.2 Explain the metaphor in the following sentence: “They likely played a role in 

hatching the plan for Margaret to pursue an education, and specifically, a career 

in medicine.” (lines 11-12)         (2) 

1.3 Explain what “his name up for grabs” (line 13) means in the context of the story. 

            (2) 

1.4 Give a synonym for “clad” (line 14).       (1) 

1.5 In line 17 why are there inverted commas around ‘his’?   (1) 

1.6 What does it mean to say that Barry “never broke” (line 19)   (1) 

1.7 What is ironic about the allegations made in line 27?    (2) 

1.8 “unprecedented” (line 33) means: 

A: never been done by a women before 

B: unlikely 

C: never been done before 

D: misinformed          (1) 

1.9  Select the correct inhabitant from the list below for each of the places mentioned in 

line 36.  (Write the question number and the relevant letter for each one.) 

1.9.1 barracks 

1.9.2 prisons 

 

https://www.history.com/news/the-extraordinary-secret-life-of-dr-james-barry


1.9.3 asylums 

 

A: soldiers 

B: scouts 

C: mentally ill people 

D: hostelites 

E: teachers 

F: convicts            (3) 

 

1.10  What part of speech is “10-year” in line 36? 

A: compound noun 

B: compound adjective 

C: compound verb 

D: compound adverb          (1) 

1.11  “As a doctor, he treated the rich and the poor, the colonists and the    

   slaves.” (line 37) What does this tell us about Barry as a person?  (1) 

1.12  In what way were Barry’s final wishes not honoured?    (1) 

1.13  Why would line 51 be “a statement Barry himself probably would have agreed 

with”?           (2) 

1.14  What was Barry’s most notable accomplishment as a doctor?  (1) 

/20/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 2: ADVERTISING 

For each of the following adverts answer the questions below each one. 



 

 



Wording in the advert: If you really want to touch someone, send them a letter. 

AUSTRALIA POST 

 

2.1.1 How do the visuals add to the message of the advert?   (2) 

 



Wording at the bottom: IF YOU WANT A STRONGER MARRIAGE, WORK ON IT 

TOGETHER. For tips, marriage class incentives and resources in your area that can 

improve the health of any relationship, visit our website. 

2.2.1 What happens if you follow the instructions in the advert?  (1) 

2.2.2 How does this link to the slogan?      (2) 

          /5/ 



Question 3: PROPAGANDA

 

 

3.1 What emotion is the advert targeting?      (1) 



3.2 Analyse why the statement “GOD SAVE THE KING AND THE BOYS!” has been 

used?          (2)                     

/3/ 

Question 4: GENERAL LANGUAGE WORK 

4.1 Read the following sentence and answer the questions based on it. 

I huddled on the beach hating the feeling of the never-ending winter when 

unexpectedly the clouds lifted and I was suffused by the warm sunshine. 

4.1.1 Write down the first finite verb in the sentence.      (1) 

4.1.2 Write down the prefix of “unexpectedly”.       (1) 

4.1.3 Write down the root word in “unexpectedly”.      (1) 

4.1.4 Is “never-ending winter” meant to be taken literally or figuratively?  (1) 

4.1.5 Give a reason for your answer in 4.1.4.        (1) 

4.1.6 The above sentence has parts that are in the active voice and parts that are in 

the passive voice. Select the order from the list below. (Write down just the 

letter of the correct answer.) 

  A: active, active, passive   

  B: active, passive, passive 

  C: passive, passive, active 

  D: passive, active, active         (1) 

4.2 Write the following sentence in direct speech: 

Abongile’s sister told her that they were going to Knysna for the weekend.   (3) 

              /9/ 

Question 5: PARTICIPLES AND TENSE 

Read the following sentence and answer the questions based on it. 

Every morning in the holidays I will be running to keep fit for the up-coming hockey 

matches. 

5.1 What tense is “will be running”?  Select the best answer from below. 

A: present perfect 

B: future perfect 

C: future simple 

D: future continuous          (1) 



 

5.2 Write down a participle from the sentence and say if it is verbal or adjectival. 

             (2)  

   /3/ 
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LITERATURE SECTION (40) 

o Start on a new side. 

o All questions are compulsory. 

 

POETRY 

Question 6: “Warning” 

 

Warning – Jenny Joseph 

 

When I am an old woman I shall wear purple             1 

With a red hat which doesn't go, and doesn't suit me. 

And I shall spend my pension on brandy and summer gloves 

And satin sandals, and say we've no money for butter. 

I shall sit down on the pavement when I'm tired    5 

And gobble up samples in shops and press alarm bells 

And run my stick along the public railings 

And make up for the sobriety of my youth 

I shall go out in my slippers in the rain 

And pick flowers in other people's gardens    10 

And learn to spit. 

 

You can wear terrible shirts and grow more fat 

And eat three pounds of sausages at a go 

Or only bread and pickle for a week 

And hoard pens and pencils and beermats and things in boxes. 15 

 

But now we must have clothes that keep us dry 

And pay our rent and not swear in the street 

And set a good example for the children. 

We must have friends to dinner and read the papers. 



 

But maybe I ought to practice a little now?     20 

So people who know me are not too shocked and surprised 

When suddenly I am old, and start to wear purple. 

 

6.1 Is the focus of the poem the past, present or future? Find a quote to support 

your answer.          (2) 

6.2  Why would line 6, ‘And gobble up samples in shops and press alarm bells,’ be 

considered humorous?       (2) 

6.3  What reaction would we expect from her statement, ‘And learn to spit,’ (line 

11)?          (1) 

6.4  Explain what it means to “hoard” (line 15).         (1) 

6.5   In what way is the beginning of stanza 3 a bit of a turning point?   (1) 

6.6 How does the speaker feel about the things mentioned in stanza 3? (2) 

6.7  What is the tone of the poem?         (1) 

/10/ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Question 7: “Phenomenal Woman” 

 

An extract from: Phenomenal Woman – Maya Angelou 

 

Pretty women wonder where my secret lies.   1 

I’m not cute or built to suit a fashion model’s size    

But when I start to tell them,  

They think I’m telling lies.  

I say,         5 

It’s in the reach of my arms,  

The span of my hips,    

The stride of my step,    

The curl of my lips.    

I’m a woman        10 

Phenomenally.  



Phenomenal woman,    

That’s me.  

 

I walk into a room  

Just as cool as you please,        15 

And to a man,  

The fellows stand or  

Fall down on their knees.    

Then they swarm around me,  

A hive of honey bees.        20 

I say,  

It’s the fire in my eyes,    

And the flash of my teeth,    

The swing in my waist,    

And the joy in my feet.        25 

I’m a woman  

Phenomenally.  

 

Phenomenal woman,  

That’s me.  

7.1 What does line 2 suggest by “a fashion model’s size”?        

  A: curvaceous 

  B: tall and thin 

  C: confidently represented         (1) 

 

7.2 Why does line 5 just have “I say” in it?             (1) 

7.3 Describe how she would be walking using the description in line 15. (2) 

7.4 Look at lines 17-18 (“The fellows stand or fall down on their knees”).   

 Which part of the statement is probably figurative?      (1) 



7.5.1 Name the figure of speech used in lines 19-20.             (1) 

7.5.2 Explain the figure of speech in lines 19-20.              (2) 

7.6 What is the effect of her saying, “It’s the fire in my eyes” (line 22)?  (2) 

                        /10/ 

______________________________________________________________ 

CHILDREN OF THE DUST: Louise Lawrence 

 

Question 8: General Questions 

8.1 Is the book set in the past or the future?      (1) 

8.2 How well did Bill and Erica know each other before they went into the bunker? 

Explain your answer.              (2) 

8.3 Lilith’s mutation has positive and negative side-effects.  Name one of  

 each.             (2) 

                     /5/ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Question 9: True or False Questions  (Just write True or False) 

9.1 Veronica shot the dog. 

9.2 Laura and Lilith have the same mother. 

9.3  Simon learns to accept difference by the end of the novel. 

9.4 Simon has siblings back in the bunker 

9.5 Wayne Allison was the architect for Timperley.   

       /5/ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 10: Contextual Question 

Read the extract from Part 2 (“Ophelia”) and answer the questions that follow. 

 



Ophelia had not thought of that.  She had not thought of anything much.  

It was emotion that had driven her, a need to be with her father because 

he was the only person who had ever really loved her.  Maybe she had 

wanted to be with Dwight, and that was emotional too.  Doubts besieged 

her.  She did not really want to leave the bunker and she certainly did not 

want to spend the rest of her life among outsiders.  Maybe she ought to 

stay with Erica?  Maybe other things were more important than her need 

to be loved?  Maybe it was not too late to change her mind?  But her 

father climbed into the cab and the engine roared into life.  Sick fear 

gripped her as the truck emerged into the vast abandoned darknesses of 

earth and sky, headed towards an unimaginable future below unknown 

stars. 
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10.1 As far as we know how often had Ophelia been out of the bunker previously?  

          (1) 

10.2 “Ophelia had not thought of that.” (line 1).  What had she not  

thought of?          (1) 

10.3 Why has the author used so many question marks in this section? (1) 

10.4 What has Bill promised Erica that he has not yet told Ophelia? (1) 

10.5 What is the effect of the word “darknesses” (line 10) as opposed to darkness?

           (1) 

              /5/ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 11: Contextual Question 

Read the extract from Part 3 (“Simon”) and answer the questions that follow. 

 

    ‘What’s she is talking about?’                            

    ‘Sometimes,’ said Laura, ‘she gets confused.’ 

    ‘I’ve survived for more than sixty years,’ blind Kate went on. ‘Sarah said I 

was meant to but I knew it anyway. I thought she was Sarah come 

back…Sarah and my father and Colonel Allison. But she wasn’t Sarah. She 

had another name. Amelia, I think it was, Amelia Harnden, and she was my 

sister too.  Ask him if he knows her.’       

    ‘It was too long ago,’ Laura repeated.  
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    ‘Ask him,’ blind Kate insisted. 

    White eyes turned to Simon.  

    ‘Do you?’ Laura asked.        

            

    ‘No,’ he said. 

    But he did. The name was not Amelia…it was Ophelia. She had married 

Wayne Allison and was Simon’s mother. This was the place she had talked 

of. This was the place she had visited with Grandfather Harnden and 

Grandpop Allison all those years ago. Blind Kate was his mother’s sister and 

Laura was his cousin. He was actually related to them, cousin to a mutant, 

just as human beings had once been cousins to the apes. Simon was not 

sure how he felt…. sort of sick and revolted. It was a relationship he could 

never accept, never admit, not even to himself. 

 

Simon did not sleep too well during the night. His thoughts plagued him, 

and the strong cheese he had eaten for supper gave him indigestion. 
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11.1 Which of the characters mentioned in lines 15-16 was Ophelia’s  

 father?            (1) 

11.2 Why does Simon lie to blind Kate?               (2) 

11.3 Simon feels sick from the strong cheese probably because he was not used to 

it.  Why would that be?                  (1) 

11.4 Why would Colonel Allison be particularly relevant to Laura?            (1) 

            /5/ 

GRAND TOTAL        /80/ 
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